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The Book Of Me: My Life, My Style, My
Dreams (Journal)
Preserve your memories of the past, present,
and thoughts for the future! This bestselling
volume has been revised, updated, and
redesigned. Contains hundreds of guided
questions organized into sections about your
past, present, and future, family history,
and inner self. Embrace -- with playfulness
and intuitive insight -- your own version of
the life you have lived. Contents:
Introduction, The Facts of Life, My Life: A
Personal History, All in the Family, All
About Me, The Inner Me, What Next? Acid-free
archival paper preserves your words for
decades to come. Smooth opaque pages take pen
beautifully. Sturdy hardcover volume. 192
pages. Attractive new design with gold foil
accents. Measures 7-1/4 inches wide by 9
inches high.
Curl up with these “astonishingly good
essays” about hair and its many meanings by
Anne Lamott, Suleika Jaouad, Maria Hinojosa,
Marita Golden, and more (People). Ask a woman
about her hair, and she just might tell you
the story of her life. Ask a whole bunch of
women about their hair, and you could get a
history of the world. The essays in Me, My
Hair, and I are reflections and revelations
about every aspect of women’s lives from
family, race, religion, and motherhood to
culture, health, politics, and sexuality.
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They take place in African American kitchens,
at Hindu Bengali weddings, and inside Hasidic
Jewish homes. Also layered into these
intimate reminiscences are tributes to
influences from Farrah Fawcett to
Botticelli’s Venus. The long and the short of
it is that our hair is our glory—and our
nemesis, our history, our self-esteem, our
joy, our mortality. Every woman knows that
many things in life matter more than hair,
but few bring as much pleasure as a really
great hairdo. “A deliciously enlightening
read, equal parts fun and poignant.” —Chicago
Tribune “Explores a surprising range of
issues, including identity, relationships,
vanity, femininity, aging, and society.” —The
New York Times “Untangles the many truths
about hair, and the lives we lead underneath
it.” —Pamela Druckerman, New York Timesbestselling author of Bringing Up Bébé “[A]
splendid collection . . . By turns wry,
tender, pointed, and laugh-out-loud funny.”
—Publishers Weekly
Ever wanted to create your own autobiography
or wished you had the life stories of a loved
one? This do-it-yourself journal helps record
and preserve the experiences and knowledge of
a lifetime. Divided into Early, Middle, and
Later Years, this keepsake volume contains
201 questions that guide you through the
process of keeping memories on subjects such
as family and friends, learning and
education, work and responsibilities, and the
world around you. Created by a grandson and
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grandfather, The Book of Myself is the
perfect way for you, or someone close to you,
to remember the turning points and everyday
recollections of a lifetime and share them
with future generations.
'A lovely way for girls to create a memory
book... attractively laid out and so much
more fun than a diary'- Parents in TouchThe
perfect gift for children everywhere, this
interactive journal enables readers to make a
detailed record of exactly who they are,
right here, right now. Packed with fun
quizzes and fill-in sections, that will help
girls document their likes and dislikes, this
journal records their physical
characteristics, detail information about
their friends, families and hobbies, and
encourage them to confess their hopes and
dreams. Girls are guaranteed to enjoy and
treasure All About Me and look back at it and
smile in years to come.
My book about me
Me and My Cat?
The Magic of Me
A Book of Seasons
A Mommy and Me Coloring Book for Mom and
Daughter
My Big Book of Beginner Books about Me

Hippo visits the library and find stories about knights,
pirates, bears, superheroes, and everything she could
imagine, but she does not know how she will only
choose one book to take home with her.
This book is full of wonderful WORDS and beautiful
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PICTURES! And it's EXCITING! And it's FUNNY! It might
be the BEST BOOK EVER̶if we could decide whose
book it is. Redd and Bloo explore the way a book is
made and accidentally build a friendship, too, in this tale
told only in dialogue. Travis Foster and Ethan Long offer
a hilarious story about the joy of reading, which brings
people together in unexpected ways, proving that each
book truly belongs to . . . the people who love it. Plus,
this is the fixed format version, which looks almost
identical to the print edition.
There are so many reasons why we love our grandmas,
and this unique gift book lets you show why your
grandma is special! This is a book to fill in and share with
your grandma! Write, draw and store your favorite
memories of you and your grandma in this beautiful
book. It is a celebration of the very special relationship
between grandmothers and grandchildren.
All the Colors of Me is one of the first books worldwide
that embraces the goal of helping children and
adolescents understand their dissociative experiences.
All the Colors of Me provides mental health professionals
with a great tool to educate and explain dissociation to
children and adolescents. All the Colors of Me takes
complex concepts from the latest theories that address
dissociation and puts them into clear and concrete terms
that are easy to understand for people of all ages.
Me and My Dad!
All about Me
My Thoughts, My Style, My Life
A Family Memoir
Jesus, Me, and My Christmas Tree
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My Magical Words

Wrapped up in a package that encourages doodling,
scribbling, and dreaming, "My Secret Me" enables
everyone to recognize and celebrate the unique quirks
that make them shine--no matter how big or small.
The young reader may fill in the appropriate personal
data to complete his "very own" autobiography.
"Llama Llama is here to help you fill out this book that's
all about you! Llama Llama knows how important it is
to make memories with friends and family. That's why
he's here to help you complete this book with all your
own special memories! Grab a crayon, a pencil, or a
marker, and an adult to help you with the big words. It's
time to create your own book, all about you and the
things that make you unique!"--Back cover.
Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine professional
narration and sentence highlighting to engage reluctant
readers! Jordan Sterling has had a boring summer,
unlike the other girls at her high school. When she hears
story after story of fun summer romances, Jordan
decides she has to come up with her own special
boyfriend. She brags about Ryan, a gorgeous guy she
met "over the summer." But Ryan is a real person—a boy
she's known all her life. Luckily, he lives far away. So
what is Jordan going to do when Ryan moves to her
town and he has no idea he's the love of her life? Will
one lie ruin a life-long friendship?
My First Word Book about Me
A Little Book About Me and My Grandma
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The Story of Me
My Baby Book & Baby Journal First 3 Years Special
Memories
Me & My
Twenty-Seven Women Untangle an Obsession
A child describes the pleasures and freedom of writing one's
own book and then reading it as well.
A beautiful, interactive journal for girls to jot down their
thoughts, dreams, and opinions to create a fabulous record
of exactly who they are, right here, right now. Packed with
fun quizzes and fill-in sections, that will help girls document
their likes and dislikes, this journal records their physical
characteristics, detailed information about their friends,
families, and hobbies, and encourages them to confess their
hopes and dreams.
A young girl describes her special friend, a tall, old tree that
listens to her secrets, houses her animal friends, and changes
throughout the seasons.
This fun interactive kid's journal helps children discover all
the unique things that make them awesome! This book is a
lovely way for children to be creative, appreciate their
individuality, reflect and feel good about who they are. This
guided journal is ready for children to fill in with interesting
stuff which is all about them. The prompts in the journal
guide them to write, record and create a keepsake. It
provides kids with plenty of space to log their most
meaningful events, family memories, friendships, thoughts
and feelings, goals and super random facts.. This journal
comes in a variety of bright fun covers which kids love.
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Completing the prompt sections is also great for handwriting
practice and building self-esteem, plus it's also a notebook
with extra space where they can let their creativity flow. . This
kid's journal makes an ideal gift which is great fun to do and
even better to look back
With My Tree
The Book of You
Count with Me
All the Colors of Me
Me, My Dad and the End of the Rainbow
The Book of Myself
A young boy spends an unusual day after awakening to
find that he and his cat have switched bodies.
The Story Of Me: My baby book & Baby Journal first 3
Years Special Memories.(Goodnight Owl) Baby Memory
Book, Baby Journal, Baby shower gift, keepsake for new
parents to record photos & milestones. It is also a handy
diary for you to record important dates and other. Record
all the ways baby is growing and changing! Makes a nice
keepsake. This keepsake baby journal has you write your
memories about baby is coming, About Me, Hand and
Foot Print, About Mommy and Daddy, Story from
pregnancy, Family Tree, Baby Shower, Medicine Record,
My First, Baby's Favorites, Messages and Memories,
Party's Birthday Baby, Special Milestones and
Development, Fun All Year. This book contains 50 pages
of a colorful and joyous story. Easy to use you can written
on the photo frame in each on our book, cut and paste
your picture and start making your own memory boo
My Book about Me, by Me MyselfI Wrote It! I Drew
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It!Random House Books for Young Readers
Little Bear and his dad do wonderful things together such
as exploring mountains, swimming in the rain, and telling
stories. But best of all, they do everything together! A
warm, funny celebration of the special bond between
father and child.
My Body Belongs to Me / Mi cuerpo me pertenece
A Do-it-yourself Memoir
My Book of Adopted Heroes
My Book about Me, by Me Myself
Me and My Family Tree
My Very Own Book about Me!
Collects six Beginner Books stories about different body
parts.
In the absence of his older brother, the Great Brain, J.D.
finds that his own little brain can accomplish feats on a
somewhat lesser scale.
Let's decorate the tree! Little ones can't wait to put up
the Christmas tree?a clear sign of exciting things to
come. But what's the meaning of this holiday tradition?
Learn the symbolic meaning of the Christmas tree, from
lights and ornaments and the star on top to the blessing
of presents underneath.
This series of books has been especially created to
teach preschool children basic concepts and to help
them discover and understand the exciting world around
them. This book is on counting.
For My Child, With Love (A Keepsake Journal)
I Wrote It! I Drew It!
The Book of Me
My Life, My Style, My Dreams
Grandma, Grandpa, and Me
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Little Mouse loves nothing better than to skip
and run, giggle and have fun with Mommy!
This beautiful book celebrates the bond
shared between mother and child.
Little Critter stays with his grandparents for
the weekend, where he does chores around
the farm, helps his grandmother bake a pie,
and visits the fair.
Are you a girl mom that loves spending
quality time with your mini me? Like any
relationship your bond between you and your
child grows deeper when you are able to
spend more time exclusively with them.Me &
My is a Coloring Book which celebrates
motherhood by featuring 24 cute images for
mom and duplicate images for daughter so
mothers and daughters can create beautiful
memories together. It also contains
crossword puzzles, activities and
motivational quotes. Take a break from the
smart phones and ipads and have fun
communicating as you color the same page at
the same time, across from one another.
Grab some colored pencils and markers and
enjoy a little mommy time with your 'plus
one'. This book is for women and young girls
of all ages. Buy it for yourself or as a gift as a
great way to unwind. .Premium gloss finish
cover design. Printed single sided on bright
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white paper. Large format 8.5" x 11.0"
pagesModerate to complex in detail.
Hi - I'm Max, and I'm adopted. You may not
know this but many famous and inspirational
people were adopted too. Adopted Like Me
introduces you to great musicians like Bo
Diddley, politicians like Nelson Mandela, and
stars like Marilyn Monroe. Meet these along
with inventors, athletes, and a princess
skilled in judo and fencing - all of them
adopted like me. Read about these adoptees
and you'll see that you can grow up to be just
about anything you want to be! Fully
illustrated in color, this book is for children
aged 8+ who have been adopted, their
parents, teachers and siblings.
Books for Me!
The most joyful book you'll read this year!
Me and My Little Brain
My New Teacher and Me!
My Secret Boyfriend
My Book of Memories
From the authors of What I Love About You, this perfect gift for
parents offers a personalized way to say “I love you” to your child.
When you’ve watched someone grow up—from babbling
babyhood, through ups and downs in school years, to the first
stages of independence—how can you convey how proud you are of
them? How can you show the child you helped raise what a
uniquely wonderful person they have become? The Book of You
celebrates your teen or adult child on a milestone birthday or
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graduation, or as they embark on marriage or the joys of
parenthood. In this gift journal, bestselling husband-wife team
David and Kate Marshall—authors of The Book of Us and What I
Love About You—offer creative ways to capture your love and
gratitude. With writing prompts, checklists, and space for
treasured photos, you’ll compile a collection of fond memories
and hopes for the future that will be a cherished keepsake for
years to come.
The question follows Lorna Luft to this day: "What's it like to be
Dorothy's daughter?" Although by appearances glamorous and
truly thrilling, growing up as the daughter of Judy Garland was
anything but a journey over the rainbow. With unsparing candor,
Lorna Luft offers the first-ever insider portrait of one of
Hollywood's most celebrated families: a rare story of a little girl,
her half-sister Liza, and her baby brother trying desperately to
hang on to the mother whose life seemed destined to burn brightly
but briefly. Lorna makes an extraordinary journey back into the
spiral of love, addiction, pain, and loss that lurked behind a
charmed facade. Filled with behind-the-scenes dramas, hilarious
untold stories, and little-known details of Garland family life, Me
and My Shadows is a tribute to Lorna's victory over her own past,
a story of hope, of love and its limitations, and a deeply moving
testament to the healing powers of embracing one's past and
charting a course of self-love and discovery.
This brightly coloured information book is a fun way for children
to learn about themselves and the world around them. Learn
about human diversity (skin colour, hair colour, eyes, tastes etc),
about different emotions a person can feel, about daily routines,
about different types of families and loved ones and about their
body. This hard cover edition with index and contents list is ideal
for schools and librariest; also available as a paperback with
stickers. Internet links lead readers to age-appropriate websites
with games and activities.
The rainbow-filled, JOYOUS debut from a hugely exciting new
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talent. Perfect for 9+ readers and fans of Elle McNicoll, Lisa
Thompson and Onjali Rauf's bestselling THE BOY AT THE
BACK OF THE CLASS. My name’s Archie Albright, and I know
two things for certain: 1. My mum and dad kind of hate each
other, and they’re not doing a great job of pretending that they
don’t anymore. 2. They’re both keeping a secret from me, but I
can’t figure out what. Things aren't going great for Archie
Albright. His dad's acting weird, his mum too, and all he wants is
for everything to go back to normal, to three months before when
his parents were happy and still lived together. When Archie sees
a colourful, crumpled flyer fall out of Dad's pocket, he thinks he
may have found the answer. Only problem? The answer might
just lie at the end of the rainbow, an adventure away. Together
with his best friends, Bell and Seb, Archie sets off on a
heartwarming and unforgettable journey to try and fix his family,
even if he has to break a few rules to do it... Praise for ME, MY
DAD AND THE END OF THE RAINBOW: 'A life-affirming,
must-read' – The Independent ‘One of the most joyful books
you’ll read this year’ – The Bookseller 'The novel wears its heart
on its sleeve, and it is a very big heart' – Financial Times ‘Joyful,
funny and heartfelt’ – Katie Tsang, co-author of SAM WU IS
NOT AFRAID and DRAGON MOUNTAIN 'This joyful book has
such heart, expertly navigating serious subjects around family,
gender, and sexuality. Celebratory and advocating kindness, I’d
recommend this book to all middle-grade readers. A real tearjerker!' – Steven Butler, author of THE NOTHING TO SEE
HERE HOTEL ‘So adorable, funny, and heartwarming. I loved
it!’ – Alice Oseman, author of the HEARTSTOPPER series 'A
joyful and thoughtful celebration of family, identity and
inclusivity' – Anna James, author of the PAGES & CO. series ‘A
brilliant, smart book with a good heart. It’s like a warm hug and I
can’t wait for the next one’ – Danny Wallace, author of
HAMISH AND THE WORLDSTOPPERS and THE DAY THE
SCREENS WENT BLANK ‘A powerful new voice in children's
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fiction’ – Aisha Bushby, author of A POCKETFUL OF STARS 'I
will recommend this book to everyone for years and years to come'
– Gavin Hetherington, BookTuber - How to Train Your Gavin
My First Book about Dissociation
A Do-It-Yourself Autobiography in 201 Questions
ME and MY AFRO
When I Grow Up: Coloring Book
My Book by Me
Me, My Hair, and I

Following the successful model of Me on the Map,
Sweeney demystifies an abstract concept by
presenting it from a child's point of view. In Me and
My Family Tree, a young girl uses simple language,
her own childlike drawings, and diagrams to
explain how the members of her family are related
to each other and to her. Clear, colorful, detailed
artwork and a fill-in family tree in the back help
make the parts of the family--from siblings to
grandparents to cousins-- understandable to very
young readers.
"Weird Al" Yankovic's new tale of Billy, the
irrepressible star of the New York Times bestselling
When I Grow Up, is an uproarious back-to-school
delight. Dazzling wordplay and sparkling rhyme
combine in a unique appreciation of the rewards of
unabashed originality and the special joy of
viewing the world gently askew.
Over 250 words relating to the body and the
movements it makes, the clothes children wear and
the world around them. Young children can
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discover and learn lots of new vocabularly by
spotting and talking about the illustrated words on
themed pages which include 'Things I wear', 'What I
can do' and 'Where I live'.
Acclaimed book, now in English and Spanish, helps
adults teach children about abuse, getting help,
and how to set boundaries to stay safe. Without
being taught about body boundaries, a child may
be too young to understand when abuse is
happening̶or that it s wrong. Now available in a
bilingual English-Spanish edition, My Body Belongs
to Me /Mi cuerpo me pertenece offers a tool
parents, teachers, and counselors can use to
sensitively share and discuss the topic of sexual
abuse. Through simple language and colorful
illustrations, this straightforward, gentle book
guides young children to understand that their
private parts belong to them alone. The overriding
message is that if someone touches your private
parts, tell your mom, your dad, your teacher, or
another safe adult. In a country where, according to
estimates from the CDC, one in four girls and one in
six boys will be sexually abused before age
eighteen, this book is an essential abuseprevention resource to help children feel, be, and
stay safe. Using her experience working as a New
York City prosecutor of child abuse and sex crimes,
Jill Starishevsky has crafted a book that addresses
body boundaries in a way that kids can understand
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and that doesn t seem scary or heavy-handed.
Includes, in both English and Spanish, a letter to
adults at the beginning and a section in the back
with suggestions and resources for discussing the
book with children.
Personal Safety Book
A book about body safety / Un libro sobre el
cuidado contra el abuso sexual
Me and My Shadows
Llama Llama and Me
My Life and What Makes Me Awesome. Kids Journal
& Notebook. (Cool Guitar, Party Time) Fun Writing
Activity Book & Keepsake
Give Me Back My Book!
Fill in the blanks, answer the quizzes and
questionnaires, and jot down your hopes
for the future! The Book of Me is a
special journal where tweens and teens can
create a lasting record of exactly who
they are. It covers everything from the
best-ever sleepovers, favorite songs and
movies, and beauty wish lists to school
surveys, best-kept secrets and dreams,
career goals, perfect vacation
destinations, personal style, and more!
My First Book about Me
Adopted Like Me
My Mommy and Me
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